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How to Price Hedge Funds:
From Two- to Four-Moment CAPM

Abstract
The CAPM model has serious difficulties to explain the past superior performance of most hedge

funds. The purpose of this research is to analyze how to price hedge funds. We compare the

traditional CAPM based on the Markowitz mean-variance criterion with extensions of the CAPM

that account for coskewness and cokurtosis. The key result is that the risk-return characteristics of

hedge funds can differ widely. The use of a unique pricing model may be misleading. The beta is

an exhaustive risk measure only for some hedge funds. Other hedge funds have significant

coskewness and cokurtosis. The lack of consideration of higher moments may lead to an

insufficient compensation for the investment risk.
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"Betters love skewness not risks, at the horse track !"

Golec, Tamarkin (1998)

1. Introduction
In the last decade, hedge fund industry grew impressively. The asset under management1

grew from $170 billions in 1995 to more than 600 billions in December 2002. Presently, hedge

funds are treated as an asset class per se. Many studies show that hedge funds have a superior

performance and that the introduction of hedge funds in a classical portfolio enhances the

portfolio performance. The main reason advocated for the hedge fund superior performance relies

on the skills of the hedge fund managers. On the other hand, some skepticism remains. First,

hedge fund indices are broadly affected by the survivorship and performance measurement bias.

Second, the nature of the return-generating process in hedge funds remains an unresolved issue.

The attractive performance of hedge funds may be due to inadequate measurement techniques of

the risk-return profile of hedge funds. The main aim of this research is indeed to investigate how

to price hedge funds and, in particular, the validity of the traditional asset pricing models in

measuring the risk-return trade-off in the hedge fund investment.

The Sharpe-Lintner-Mossin equilibrium model, usually called the Capital Asset Pricing

Model (thereafter CAPM), is the commonly used asset pricing model. This particular theoretical

framework restricts the risk-return trade-off to a simple mean-variance relationship and / or to a

quadratic utility function. However, the empirical evidence shows that the normality hypothesis

has to be rejected for many hedge fund returns. Furthermore, a quadratic utility function for an

investor implies an increasing risk aversion2. Instead, it is more reasonable to assume that risk

aversion decreases with a wealth increase. In this paper, we consider some extensions of the

traditional CAPM model that account for higher moment conditions and a more variegated

structure of the risk premium concept. In particular, we examine the role of coskewness and

cokurtosis in pricing hedge fund investments.

At this stage, the research in finance investigates if skewness and kurtosis have any

relevance in explaining asset price returns. Skewness characterizes the degree of asymmetry of a

distribution around its mean. Positive (negative) skewness indicates a distribution with an

asymmetric tail extending toward more positive (negative) values. Kurtosis characterizes the

relative peakness or flatness of a distribution compared with the normal distribution. Kurtosis

higher (lower) than three indicates a distribution more peaked (flatter) than a normal distribution.

Skewness and kurtosis of a given asset are also jointly analyzed with the skewness and kurtosis

of the reference market. Similarly to the so-called systematic risk or beta, some authors examine

if there exists a systematic skewness and kurtosis and, if any, whether systematic skewness and

kurtosis are priced in asset prices. Systematic skewness and kurtosis are also called coskewness
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and cokurtosis (Christie-David and Chaudry [2001]). Provided that the market has a positive

skewness of returns, investors will prefer an asset with positive coskewness. Cokurtosis measures

the likelihood that extreme returns jointly occur in a given asset and in the market. The common

characteristic of the models accounting for coskewness and cokurtosis is to incorporate higher

moments in the asset pricing framework.

In the literature, two main approaches have been investigated, namely the three-moment

and four-moment CAPM. The theoretical specification of the three-moment CAPM is developed

in Kraus and Litzenberger [1976], Ingersoll [1975], Jurcenzko and Maillet [2002], Gamba and

Rossi [1998]. Other authors empirically study the three-moment CAPM. Barone-Adesi [1985]

proposes a Quadratic Model to test the three-moment CAPM. Harvey and Siddique [2000] find

that the systematic skewness requires an average annual risk premium of 3.6% for US stocks.

They also find that portfolios with high systematic skewness are composed of winner stocks

(momentum effect). Harvey [2000] shows that skewness, coskewness and kurtosis are priced in

the individual emerging markets but not in developed markets. He observes that volatility and

returns in emerging markets are significantly positively related. But the significance of the

volatility coefficient disappears when coskewness, skewness, and kurtosis are considered.

Harvey’s explanation for this phenomenon is the low degree of integration of the emerging

markets3.

Berenyi [2002], Christie-David and Chaudry [2001], Chung and Johnson [2001], Hwang

and Satchell [1999], Jurczenko and Maillet [2002], Galagedera, Henry and Silvapulle [2002]

propose the use of the Cubic Model as a test for coskewness and cokurtosis. Berenyi [2002]

applies the four-moment CAPM to mutual fund and hedge fund data. He shows that volatility is

an insufficient measure for the risk for hedge funds and for medium risk averse agents. Christie-

David and Chaudry [2001] employ the four-moment CAPM on the future markets. They show

that systematic skewness and systematic kurtosis increase the explanation power of the return

generating process of future markets. Hwang and Satchell [1999] investigate coskewness and

cokurtosis in emerging markets. Using a GMM approach, they show that the systematic kurtosis

explains better the emerging market returns than the systematic skewness. Chung and Johnson

[2001] compare the four-moment CAPM with the Fama-French two factors model. Dittmar

[2002] analyzes skewness and kurtosis across industry indices.

The question how to price hedge funds is the main motivation of this study. The two-

moment assumption underpinning the standard CAPM strikes with the empirical characteristics

of hedge fund returns. Consistently, we investigate if the first two moments are enough to fully

explain the risk-return characteristics of the hedge funds. To do this, we extend the two-moment

CAPM in the three-moment and four-moment CAPM, i.e. less restrictive forms of the traditional

CAPM that accommodate systematic volatility (i.e. beta), systematic skewness, and systematic
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kurtosis. Finally, we examine how the required rate of return for hedge funds changes according

to these different pricing models.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we explain the economic arguments

behind coskewness and cokurtosis. In Chapter 3, we derive the three-moment and four-moment

CAPM models from the expected utility function. In Chapter 4, we empirically analyze whether

beta, coskewness, and cokurtosis are priced. Concluding remarks follow thereafter.

2. Arguments for the existence of coskewness and cokurtosis
The existence of skewness and kurtosis in asset return distributions is well known. Here,

the research focus is instead on the existence of coskewness and cokurtosis and, if any, their

relevance in modeling asset pricing. The source of coskewness and cokurtosis in asset return

distributions is essentially twofold. On the one hand, peculiar return distribution patterns may be

originated from the use of specific trading strategies. Hedge fund managers pursue varied

hedging and arbitrage strategies that engender pay-off profiles extremely different from

traditional assets. On the other hand, skewed and / or kurtotic return distributions may be seen as

the statistical expression of market inefficiency and market frictions. Specifically, non-normal

return distributions may be due to illiquidity, lack of divisibility, and low information

transparency. All these factors contrast with the assumptions underpinning the standard CAPM

model4. Throughout this section, we discuss how and why these factors represent eligible sources

of coskewness and cokurtosis between hedge funds and the market portfolio.

The use of specific investing strategies. It is worth emphasizing that trading strategies

applied by hedge fund managers engender return distribution typically different from equity

market or mutual fund returns. Here, we mention only three factors that can generate coskewness

and cokurtosis. First, hedge funds are often able to protect investors against declining markets.

Hedge fund managers pursue downside protection by utilizing a variety of hedging strategy and

investment styles. As a result, some hedge funds generate non-negative returns even in declining

markets. Second, the use of leverage and derivatives contributes to the realization of particular

risk-performance profiles characterized by low correlation with traditional asset markets. The

hedge fund trading strategies widely benefit from options, option-like trading strategies, and, in

general, financial engineering. Agarwal and Naik [2000, 2002] shows that writing and buying at

and out-of-the money options increases significantly the explanation power of hedge fund

returns. Fung and Hsieh [1997] shows that CTA's payoffs can be represented like a stradlle

payoff of lookback options. Third, hedge funds are less regulated than mutual funds. The weaker

restrictions allow short selling to boost performance and reduce volatility.

Illiquidity. Typically, illiquid assets do not allow trading any volume size with an

immediate execution and / or without price impact. Hedge funds are generally considered illiquid
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assets. In fact, the investing strategies of hedge funds are frequently based on highly illiquid and /

or volatile assets (e.g. Distressed securities, Event driven, and Emerging markets). Illiquidity is in

contrast with one of the main assumptions of the standard CAPM model. A low level of liquidity

of hedge funds would require a premium. This approach is used in Singer, Staub and Terhaar

[2002] who find that the liquidity premium for hedge funds is 0.75% per year. Lo [2001] derives

the liquidity premia by assuming that autocorrelation is a proxy for illiquidity costs. Weisman

[2002] shows with a smoothing return technique that the hedge fund managers are able to reduce

their low volatility by producing illiquid strategies. Weisman shows that the high Sharpe ratios in

hedge funds depend on this technique. Asness, Krail and Liew [2001] argue the hedge fund betas

should be adjusted for illiquidity. They show that the adjusted hedge fund betas lie between 0.2

for Market neutral and 1.25 for Emerging markets.

Lack of divisibility. Another assumption behind the CAPM is that assets are infinitely

divisible. This means that investors could take any position in an investment, regardless of the

investment size. On the contrary, a minimum investment in a hedge fund is always between

100'000 and 1'000'000USD. Ineichen [2000] shows that the average minimum investment in

hedge funds in 1999 amounts at 695'000 USD. This high barrier to entry prevents many retail

investors to trade in hedge funds. Also, high entry barriers may represent a considerable

opportunity cost to exit or to undertake short-run trading strategies. Another example of entry and

exit barriers in hedge funds is represented by the number of entry and exit dates. On average, an

investor can invest or disinvest only around 30 specific moments during the year (Ineichen

[2000]). These limits are in contradiction with the infinitely divisibility and marketability that an

asset should have.

Information transparency. Market inefficiency may be also due to opaque or

asymmetric information. It is well known that hedge funds do not disclose easily information

about their current positions. The low degree of information transparency is partially justified by

the short positions and arbitrage strategies undertaken by hedge fund managers. This kind of

trading strategies implies disguising trading positions especially in illiquid markets. In fact, a full

and transparent information disclosure would jeopardize trading opportunities.

Several authors study non-normality of hedge fund return distribution. Non-normality is

indeed one of the main explanation why hedge funds have significantly positive alphas. Lo

[2001] develops a non-linear regression model and finds alpha ranges between 0 and 4.4% per

month according to the strategy. Spurgin, Martin, and Schneeweis [2000] examine non-linearity

in hedge funds with a quadratic regression. Signer and Favre [2002] develop a modified Value-at-

Risk accounting for volatility, skewness, and kurtosis. They show that the risk of a portfolio with

hedge funds is underestimated if the risk is merely measured by volatility. In the next section, we

attempt to contribute to this research avenue by comparing different pricing models. The simple
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linear mean-variance model is compared with non-linear specifications where coskewness and

cokurtosis can find place in the valuation process.

3. The Four-Moment CAPM
In this section, we develop the four-moment CAPM. It represents a pricing model for the

beta, coskewness, and cokurtosis of the hedge fund strategies. Let i denote a generic asset and m

the reference market. Ri and Rm denote their respective returns. The investment problem for an

investor is to maximize the expected utility at the end of the period. The investor’s expected

utility can be represented as Taylor expansion5 of order n:
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where Ri is the return of the asset i, iR is the expected return of the asset i, σ is the volatility, S is

the third moment, K is the fourth moment and Un is the nth derivative of the utility function U. In

this paper, the terms S and K stand for third and four moments respectively and not for skewness

and kurtosis. In statistics, skewness and kurtosis are the third and fourth moments standardized

respectively by the cubed of the volatility and volatility power four.

The four-moment CAPM, which is the solution of the maximization of equation (1), is given by6

m,i3m,i2m,i1fi KSR)R(E α+α+βα=−        (4)

with
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Rf means the return of the risk-free asset. The three terms above in equations (5) are

respectively the standard beta from the standard CAPM model, the coskewness divided by the

skewness (or third moment) and the cokurtosis divided by the kurtosis (or fourth moment). Like

in the two-moment CAPM where systematic beta is priced, the assumption in this four-moment

CAPM is that the systematic skewness and systematic kurtosis are also priced. We expect a

positive risk premium for positive beta since investors require higher return for a higher beta. We

expect a negative risk premium for positive systematic skewness since, in equilibrium, investors

require a lower return for less downside risk. We expect a positive risk premium for positive

systematic kurtosis since investor requires a higher return for asset with higher probability of

extreme price variations7.

In equation (4), the three alphas are respectively the market price, or risk premium, for an

increase in beta, a decrease in systematic skewness, and an increase in systematic kurtosis. These

three alphas are given by8
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The four-moment CAPM in equation (4) is the combination of the systematic beta,

systematic skewness, and systematic kurtosis with the respective market prices alphas. If the

investor prices the co-moments βi,m, Si,m and Ki,m, the alpha values, α1, α2, α3, should be

significantly different from zero. Thus, α1, α2, and α3, are the risk premia to bear respectively

positive beta βi,m, negative systematic skewness Si,m, and positive systematic kurtosis Ki,m. α1 can

be seen as the marginal investor risk aversion to variance multiplied with the portfolio variance.

α2 is the investor marginal preference for skewness multiplied with the portfolio skewness.

Finally, α3 is the investor aversion for kurtosis multiplied with the portfolio kurtosis.
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4. Empirical results

Statistics of the hedge fund indices

The data used are monthly returns of 16 hedge fund indices coming from the HFR

database from January 1990 to August 20029. In these 16 hedge fund indices, the index

components are equally weighted. We use a market portfolio composed of 70% of the Russell

3000 index and 30% of the Lehman US aggregate bond index. This market portfolio is in line

with the previous literature10 and with the idea that hedge fund managers typically have the

highest trading exposure on equity and bond markets. Consistent with this reasoning, two

particular market portfolios are used for the Relative Value and Fixed Income Arbitrage hedge

fund indices. In the former portfolio, the Wilshire all growth index replaces the Russell 3000

index. In the latter, we use Merrill Lynch high yield US corporate cash pay11. All the indices are

in USD. The risk free rate is the US 1 month Deposit Certificate.

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of returns in the hedge fund indices and market

portfolio.

[insert Table I here]

Over the 12 years considered in our sample period, the most performing index has been

Equity hedge with an annualized return of 17%. However, all the hedge fund indices have very

attractive performances. In fact, except for the Short Seller index, all the hedge funds out-perform

the market portfolio. The wide range of the standard deviation measures denotes a great

difference among the hedge fund trading strategies. In particular, the risk related to Short sellers,

Equity non-hedged, and Emerging markets is higher than the portfolio’s risk, that is 10.7% on an

annualized basis. Based on the Jarque-Berra test, we can not accept the normal hypothesis at the

95% significance level for the monthly return distributions of all hedge fund indices12.

Skewness in the return distribution is negative for 11 out of the 16 hedge fund indices.

This suggests that extreme negative price falls are more likely than extreme price increases for

most of the hedge fund indices analyzed. We also observe a high probability of extreme price

variations in Distressed securities, Event driven, Fixed Income arbitrage, Merger arbitrage, and

Relative value where the excess kurtosis is rather high. The index with the highest probability of

loss is Short seller. In fact, it has 1% of probability to loose more than -16.2% every month when

we account for volatility, skewness and kurtosis13. The index with the largest monthly loss over

the sample period is indeed the Short seller, i.e. a price drop of -21.2%.
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The Market Model

One of the more important developments in modern capital market theory is the Sharpe-

Lintner-Mossin mean-variance equilibrium model, commonly called the Capital Asset Pricing

Model (CAPM)14. The model predicts that the expected excess returns from holding an asset is

proportional to the covariance of its return with the market portfolio, i.e. the beta. As underlined

by Merton [1990], although the model had a significant impact on academic and nonacademic

financial community, it is still subject to theoretical and empirical criticism. The model assumes

that investors choose their portfolios according to the Markowitz mean-variance criterion. The

list of the assumptions and conditions necessary for the validity of the mean-variance analysis is

rather demanding15. The mean-variance criterion is not consistent with the von Neumann-

Morgenstern axioms of choice unless either asset prices have Gaussian probability distributions

or investor preferences are quadratic.

Empirically, we employ the Market Model specification to analyze the classical CAPM

model. The Market Model can be expressed as follows:

( ) ttftmitfti RRRR εαα +−+=− ,,,21,,          (7)

The Market Model is used as the benchmark model to compare more general asset pricing

frameworks, namely the Quadratic and Cubic Models. The Market Model is a linear equation that

relates the equilibrium expected return on each asset to a single identifiable risk measure. That is,

the hedge fund return is linked to the market risk premium with its beta.

To estimate the regression models, we employ the General Method of Moments (GMM)

method. In the GMM method, the disturbances may be both heteroskedastic and/or

autocorrelated. Table II shows the regression results of the Market Model. This table shows at

least two interesting results. First, the regression intercept (i.e. coefficients α1 in regression (7)) is

always positive and significant, except for the Short Seller index. This pervasive evidence means

that hedge funds provide a remunerative investment. In the spirit of Black, Jensen, and Scholes

[1972], a significant coefficient α1 also provides evidence of market inefficiency. Second, the

size of the regression slopes (i.e. coefficients α2) is very diverse across the sample. The beta

coefficients show that covariances of hedge fund returns with the market portfolio are extremely

different. In particular, Emerging Markets and Equity Non-Hedge indices have beta coefficients

around one whereas other hedge funds (e.g. Convertible Arbitrage and Equity Market Neutral)

have small despite significant betas, and Short Seller index has a negative beta. It is noteworthy

that CAPM model predicts that the highest beta assets are supposed to provide the highest

expected excess returns. This is not the case for hedge funds. In fact, the Macro hedge fund index

has a relatively low beta (i.e. α2=0.37) but the highest performance (i.e. 17% on annual basis).
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[insert Table II here]

Quadratic Model

The Quadratic Model below extends the pricing relation to the third moment. This

approach assumes that economic agents take into consideration the skewness of return

distributions. Departures from normality and evidence of skewed return distribution concerns

several asset markets such as derivatives markets, structured portfolios, and indeed hedge funds.

The Quadratic Model states that the relation between an asset and the market portfolio is

quadratic. The Quadratic Market Model can be expressed as follows:

( ) ( )( ) tmtmitftmitfti RERRRRR εααα +−+−+=− 2
,,3,,,21,,          (8)

Table III reports regression results coming form the Quadratic Model.

[insert Table III here]

The coefficient of determination R2 is defined as the percentage of the total variation in

the dependent variable explained by the independent variables. Table III shows the comparison of

the adjusted R2 coming from the Market Model and Quadratic Model. We observe that using the

Quadratic Model the adjusted R2 substantially increases for more than the half part of the hedge

funds analyzed. In particular, we observe a substantial higher adjusted R2 for Convertible

arbitrage, Distressed securities, Event driven, Emerging markets, Fund of funds, Market timing,

Merger arbitrage, Relative value arbitrage and Weighted composite index.

The increase of the coefficient of determination is combined with a high significance level

of the coefficient α3 in equation (5), which is a proxy of coskewness. All these hedge fund

indices have a non-linear relation with the market portfolio. This non-linear relation highlights

that these hedge funds will increase or decrease market skewness if added to the market portfolio.

Indeed, the hedge fund strategies with negative α3 coefficients have concave payoffs with respect

to their market portfolio. This is the case for most of the hedge funds. On the contrary, hedge

funds with a positive coskewness coefficient have a convex payoffs, see Fixed Income Arbitrage,

Merger Arbitrage and Statistical Arbitrage. Negative coskewness means that hedge funds tend to

have asymmetric tail extending toward more negative (positive) returns with respect to the
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distribution of market portfolio returns. Below, we will discuss the meaning of positive and

negative coskewness in terms of required rate of returns.

Cubic Model

The Cubic Model is the four-moment specification of the CAPM model. It extends the

Market Model by including squared and cubic unexpected market returns as additional factors.

This extension allows to test the role of coskewness and cokurtosis in the asset pricing process.

As underlined by Barone-Adesi, Gagliardini, Urga [2002], the Cubic Model does not allow for a

precise estimation of the coskewness and cokurtosis risk premia. However, it provides a powerful

test of the relationship between risk and expected return implied by the asset pricing model in

equation (2).

The Cubic Model16 is described by

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) tmtmimtmitftmitfti RERRERRRRR εαααα +−+−+−+=− 3
,,4

2
,,3,,,21,,         (9)

Equation (9) assumes that the asset returns are a function of a polynomial expansion of

the market return. In this Cubic Model, the aim is to test whether the alphas are significantly

different from zero. Ri,t is the hedge fund return at time t, α1,i is the asset intercept, α2,i , α3,i , α4,i

are respectively the sensitivity of asset i to excess returns of the market portfolio (proxy of beta),

to the market portfolio’s unexpected returns squared (proxy of coskewness), and to the market

portfolio’s unexpected returns cubed (proxy of cokurtosis). We test the equation (6) in an

unconditional framework.

There is a link between the Cubic Model in equation (9) and the four-moment CAPM

developed in equation (2). The systematic risks of the four-moment CAPM can be expressed in

terms of cubic coefficients model17:
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The expressions (10), (11) and (12) show how the systematic risks (i.e. βi,m, Si,m, Ki,m) are

related to the alphas of equation (9). For example, if the asset return distribution is fully described

by a Quadratic Model (i.e. α4,i(Rm,t - E(Rm,t))
3=0 in equation (9)), a four-moment CAPM should

not be used. In this case, α4 would have no additional explanatory value. Thus, a four-moment

CAPM could only be employed if the data generating process (i.e. equation (6)) is at least cubic.

If not, there will be collinearity in the systematic risk of the four-moment CAPM (i.e.

collinearities between equation (10), (11) and (12)).

[insert Table IV here]

Table IV shows the regression results of the Cubic Model. In general, systematic kurtosis

(i.e. coefficient α4) seems to play a minor role in pricing the risk profile of hedge funds. In fact,

the cokurtosis coefficient is only significant for four strategies: Convertible Arbitrage, Emerging

market, Market timing, and Merger Arbitrage. A positive cokurtosis coefficient, like in the

Convertible Arbitrage, Market Timing, and Emerging market case, means that the hedge fund

index is adding cokurtosis to the market portfolio. Hence, the insertion of the Convertible

Arbitrage, Market Timing or Emerging market hedge fund indices into the market portfolio will

strengthen its kurtosis. In contrast, Merger Arbitrage has a negative cokurtosis coefficient. Hence,

the addition of the Merger Arbitrage index in the market portfolio will decrease the market

portfolio kurtosis18. In appendix 1, we provide further evidence on cokurtosis between Emerging

market and Market timing indices with the market portfolio.

Whether the four-moment CAPM is the appropriate asset pricing model for Convertible

arbitrage, Emerging markets, and Merger arbitrage is an open question. According to Hwang and

Satchell [1999], the co-moments in the four-moment CAPM may have collinearities limiting the

power of testing the model. It is possible that for these two hedge funds there is a spurious

collinearity between the systematic skewness and systematic kurtosis19. Comparing the Quadratic

Model (Table III) and the Cubic Model (Table IV), we observe that the high significance level of

the cokurtosis coefficient comes at the cost of a decrease of significance level of the coskewness

coefficient. The t-statistics of the coskewness coefficients for Convertible arbitrage, Emerging

markets, Market timing and Merger Arbitrage significantly decrease from Table III to Table IV.

(13)

(14)
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Table IV also compares the adjusted R2 coming from the estimation of the Market Model,

Quadratic Model, and Cubic Model. We note that the Cubic Model provides a slightly higher

coefficient of determination for Convertible Arbitrage, Emerging market, Market timing, and

Merger Arbitrage.

Required rate of return (RRR) of hedge fund indices

The last issue we address in this research is the estimation of the required rate of return

for hedge funds. The required rate of return is defined as the investor’s compensation for the risk.

The extent of that risk remuneration depends on the relationship between the equilibrium

expected return on each hedge fund and the identifiable risk measure. The three asset pricing

models analyzed above identify three different risk definitions. We therefore expect that the

required rate of return stemming from the Market, Quadratic, and Cubic Model be different. In

particular, our expectations are the following:

- A rational investor dislikes (prefers) negative (positive) coskewness. Thus, comparing the

Market and Quadratic Model, we expect that the expected rate of return increases (decreases)

for those hedge funds with negative (positive) and significant coskewness coefficients.

- A rational investor dislikes (prefers) positive (negative) cokurtosis. Thus, comparing the

Quadratic and Cubic Model, we expect that the expected rate of return increases (decreases)

for those hedge funds with positive (negative) cokurtosis coefficients.

The procedure to decide on the appropriate asset pricing model is as follows. The Akaike

Information Criteria (AIC) is computed for the Market model, the Quadratic model and the Cubic

Model. AIC is similar to the R2 in that it rewards good fit but penalizes the loss of degrees of

freedom. The best model is the model with the lowest AIC.

The calculation of the required rate of return is straightforward. We use the estimated

coefficients from Tables II, III, and IV. Two scenarios are analyzed. In the first scenario, the

expected market and free-risk returns are represented by the historical average values from Table

I, respectively 7.6% and 4.6% per annum (see RRR1 in table V). In the second scenario, we

assume a market risk premium of 1%, i.e. an equity market return of 5.6% and a free-risk asset

return of 4.6% (see RRR2 in table V).

Table V shows the empirical findings on the required rate of return. Three main results

emerge. First, the Market Model is the most appropriate asset pricing model for Equity hedge,

Equity market neutral, Fixed income arbitrage, Macro, Statistical arbitrage and Short seller index.

For these hedge funds, the beta is a comprehensive measure of risk. Hence, investing in these

hedge funds does not require a risk premium for coskewness and cokurtosis.
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Second, the results on skewness support the hypothesis that rational investors dislike

negative coskewness and prefer positive coskewness. In fact, in Table V we observe a higher

required rate of return for those hedge funds with negative coskewness in Table III. In particular,

this is the case for Convertible arbitrage, Distressed, Event-driven, Emerging Markets, Equity

non-hedge, Fund of funds, Market timing, Relative value and Weighted composite. For these

hedge funds, coskewness has a relevant contribution in the investment risk profile. The highest

premiums due to these non-normal returns are due to Distressed (4.94%) and Event driven

(4.69%) indices. In fact, investing in these two hedge funds would require a more than 4%

premium for negative coskewness.

[insert Table IV here]

Third, in Table V, the results for Convertible Arbitrage, Emerging market, Fund of funds,

Market timing and Merger Arbitrage indices support the hypothesis that rational investors dislike

(prefer) positive (negative) cokurtosis. In fact, Merger arbitrage index has a negative cokurtosis

and positive coskewness coefficient. Both risk components contribute to diminish the whole

request of risk compensation. As expected, the required rate of return for Merger arbitrage in

Table V is smaller than the required return rate that the Market Model would entail. On the

contrary, the Convertible Arbitrage, Emerging market, Fund of funds and Market timing indices

have positive cokurtosis and negative coskewness. Both risk components engender a larger

required rate of return.

Finally, in Table V, changing the expected market return from 7.6% (column RRR1) to

5.6% (column RRR2) does not change significantly the required rate of return of the hedge fund

indices. A special case is represented by Equity non-hedge. If the equity market return were

7.6%, the required rate of return for Equity non-hedge would be 14.34%. For an equity market

return of 5.6% (i.e. 1% premium versus the risk free rate of 4.6%), the required rate of return

would decrease to 12.21%. Provided that Equity non-hedged index has the combination of the

highest beta and lowest coskewness coefficients (see Table IV), this index has the widest

exposure to market fluctuations. This explains a one-to-one decrease of required rate of return

with the market portfolio.
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Conclusion

The main question investigated in this paper is how to price hedge funds. We examine

whether the traditional two-moment CAPM is the appropriate asset pricing model. We study two

extensions of the CAPM model that accounts for coskewness and cokurtosis.

The main result is that the hedge funds have very different risk-return characteristics. This

evidence suggests that each hedge fund index should be analyzed separately and that a unique

pricing model for hedge funds may be misleading. Hedge funds have not to be treated as an asset

class per se but it is more appropriate to specify different pricing models for different hedge fund

management strategies.

The comparative analysis of the two-moment and higher-moment CAPM suggests that

the beta is an exhaustive measure of risk only for eight out of sixteen hedge fund indices. All the

other hedge funds have significant coskewness and/or cokurtosis.

The lack of consideration of higher moments in pricing hedge funds in many cases leads

to an insufficient compensation for the investment risk. The highest premiums due to these co-

moments are due to Distressed (4.94%) and Event driven (4.69%) indices. In fact, investing in

these two hedge funds would require a more than 4% premium for negative coskewness. In fact,

a negative and significant coskewness characterizes many hedge funds. Hence, the two-moment

CAPM tends to underestimate the required rate of return for these hedge funds. Rare exceptions

are also possible. For instance, Merger arbitrage hedge fund index is characterized by negative

cokurtosis and positive coskewness. Thus, both systematic risk components reduce the Merger

arbitrage required rate of return.
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Appendix 1
In a stress test, Emerging market index shows lower returns than the portfolio in Aug-Sept 90 and
Jul-Aug-98. This means that adding Emerging market to MSCI will increase the kurtosis of the
resulting portfolio. This is shown by a significant positive c(4) coefficient (proxy of cokurtosis)
in Table IV.

In a stress test, Merger arbitrage index shows higher returns than the portfolio in all bad portfolio
stress phases. This means that adding Market timing to the portfolio (i.e. 70% Russel and 30%
Lehmann US bond aggregate) will decrease the kurtosis of the resulting portfolio. This is shown
by a significant negative c(4) coefficient (proxy of cokurtosis) in Table IV.

Portfolio stress testing
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Table I: Descriptive Statistics for Monthly Returns

Mean Volatility Skewness Excess kurtosis Modified VaR 99% Max loss Normality

Convertible arbitrage 0.9% 1.0% -1.3 3.2 -2.4% -3.2% NO

Distressed securities 1.2% 1.8% -0.7 5.5 -6.1% -8.5% NO

Event driven 1.1% 2.0% -1.5 4.9 -6.4% -8.9% NO

Equity hedge 1.5% 2.7% 0.1 1.1 -5.3% -7.7% NO

Emerging markets 1.2% 4.6% -0.8 3.4 -14.7% -21.0% NO

Equity market neutral 0.8% 1.0% -0.1 0.2 -1.5% -1.7% NO

Equity non-hedge 1.3% 4.3% -0.5 0.5 -10.3% -13.3% NO

Fixed income arbitrage 0.7% 1.4% -1.7 8.7 -5.4% -6.5% NO

Fund of funds 0.9% 1.7% -0.3 3.7 -5.0% -7.5% NO

Macro 1.4% 2.5% 0.4 0.0 -3.4% -3.8% NO

Merger arbitrage 0.9% 1.3% -2.8 11.7 -4.5% -6.5% NO

Market timing 1.1% 2.0% 0.1 -0.6 -3.1% -3.3% NO

Relative value arbitrage 1.1% 1.1% -1.1 10.5 -4.6% -5.8% NO

Statistical arbitrage 0.8% 1.2% 0.0 0.3 -1.9% -2.1% NO

Short seller 0.6% 6.6% 0.1 1.0 -16.2% -21.2% NO

Weighted composite 1.2% 2.1% -0.7 2.6 -5.7% -8.7% NO

Portfolio 0.6% 3.1% -0.6 0.8 -8.2% -11.3% NO

Wilshire all growth 0.8% 4.1% -0.9 2.4 -8.5% -18.1% NO

Merrill Lynch high yield US 0.8% 3.7% 0.2 2.0 -6.1% -12.9% NO

US 1 month Certif.Depos. 0.4% 0.1% 0.1 0.1 0.2% 0.1% NO

This table shows the descriptive statistics of monthly returns for all hedge fund indices and their respective market portfolio. The sample period is 
from Jan-90 to Aug-02. The normality test is based on the Jarque-Berra statistics at 95%. The portfolio is composed of 70% Russell 3000 and 
30% Lehman US aggregate. The Modified VaR at 99%, account for volatility, skewness and kurtosis. It means that there is only 1% probability that 
the next monthly return will be lower than the given Modified VaR number.
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Table II: the Market Model estimates for the Two-Moment CAPM

Model: Hedge fund - Rf = alpha1+ alpha2*(Rm-Rf) + residual

alpha1 alpha2 Adj. R2

Convertible arbitrage 0.0050 0.1255

t-stat 4.53 4.63 0.154

Distressed securities 0.0069 0.2627

t-stat 3.40 5.36 0.194

Event driven 0.0062 0.4453

t-stat 3.75 8.21 0.469

Equity hedge 0.0090 0.6294

t-stat 5.54 13.25 0.510

Emerging markets 0.0058 0.9009

t-stat 1.19 10.57 0.368

Equity market neutral 0.0045 0.0560

t-stat 6.01 1.67 0.035

Equity non-hedge 0.0068 1.1384

t-stat 3.24 22.10 0.691

Fixed income arbitrage 0.0028 0.0884
t-stat 1.78 2.33 0.057

Fund of funds 0.0040 0.2683
t-stat 2.35 4.75 0.231

Macro 0.0093 0.3736
t-stat 3.93 7.27 0.218

Market timing 0.0047 0.2125
t-stat 4.10 3.60 0.254

Merger Arbitrage 0.0062 0.4394
t-stat 4.73 8.41 0.468

Relative value arbitrage 0.0062 0.1163
t-stat 5.15 3.40 0.180

Statistical arbitrage 0.0040 0.1981
t-stat 4.43 8.01 0.287

Short seller 0.0058 -1.5922
t-stat 1.89 -12.72 0.556

Weighted composite 0.0067 0.5226
t-stat 4.25 15.89 0.585

This table shows the regression coefficients from the Market Model. The t-stat shows the significance of 
the coefficients. A t-stat higher than 1.96 shows a significance of 95%. For all hedge fund indices, the 
market portfolio is composed of 70% Russell 3000 and 30% Lehmann US bond aggregate except for 
Relative Value (Wilshire all growth) and Fixed income arbitrage (Merill Lynch high yield US corporate). 
Risk free rate is the 1 month US Certificat Deposit. The column on the right-hand side shows the adjusted 
R-square statistics.
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Table III: the Quadratic Model estimates for the Three-Moment CAPM

Model: Hedge fund - Rf = alpha1+ alpha2*(Rm-Rf) + alpha3*(Rm-E(Rm))^2 + residual

alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 Adj. R2 Quadratic M. Adj. R2 Market Model

Convertible arbitrage 0.0063 0.0984 -1.3371

t-stat 5.47 4.48 -2.22 0.198 0.154

Distressed securities 0.0113 0.1703 -4.5726

t-stat 6.08 3.89 -4.92 0.339 0.194

Event driven 0.0104 0.3576 -4.3432

t-stat 7.36 9.46 -7.76 0.579 0.469

Equity hedge 0.0104 0.6000 -1.4521

t-stat 6.03 11.85 -1.96 0.517 0.510

Emerging markets 0.0114 0.7838 -5.7980

t-stat 2.51 7.91 -2.29 0.406 0.368

Equity market neutral 0.0046 0.0545 -0.0744

t-stat 5.30 1.82 -0.11 0.035 0.035

Equity non-hedge 0.0093 1.0860 -2.5936

t-stat 3.72 20.35 -3.05 0.700 0.691

Fixed income arbitrage 0.0026 0.0864 0.2307
t-stat 1.74 2.22 0.54 0.059 0.057

Fund of funds 0.0060 0.2261 -2.0916
t-stat 3.87 3.61 -1.49 0.266 0.231

Macro 0.0100 0.3597 -0.6909
t-stat 4.01 5.92 -0.70 0.220 0.218

Market timing 0.0073 0.1570 -2.7479
t-stat 7.08 3.85 -4.87 0.360 0.254

Merger Arbitrage 0.0037 0.4920 2.6014
t-stat 2.62 13.43 3.82 0.509 0.468

Relative value arbitrage 0.0085 0.0686 -1.3194
t-stat 7.89 3.50 -4.22 0.318 0.180

Statistical arbitrage 0.0035 0.2089 0.5350
t-stat 3.62 8.66 1.54 0.292 0.287

Short seller 0.0070 -1.6157 -1.1602
t-stat 1.78 -11.68 -0.54 0.557 0.556

Weighted composite 0.0093 0.4678 -2.7119
t-stat 6.00 16.70 -5.03 0.624 0.585

This table shows the regression coefficients from the Quadratic Model. The t-stat shows the significance of the coefficients. A t-stat higher 
than 1.96 shows a significance of 95%. For all hedge fund indices, the market portfolio is composed of 70% Russell 3000 and 30% 
Lehmann US bond aggregate except for Relative Value (Wilshire all growth) and Fixed income arbitrage (Merill Lynch high yield US 
corporate). Risk free rate is the 1 month US Certificat Deposit. The columns on the right-hand side show the adjusted R-square statistics 
for the Quadratic and Market Models.
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Table IV: the Cubic Model estimates for the Four-Moment CAPM

Model: Hedge fund - Rf = alpha1+alpha2*(Rm-Rf) + alpha3*(Rm-E(Rm))^2 + alpha4*(Rm-E(Rm))^3 + residual

alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 alpha4 Adj. R2 Cubic Adj. R2 Quadratic Adj. R2 Market

Convertible arbitrage 0.0060 0.0653 -0.7222 12.4540

t-stat 5.23 1.96 -1.36 2.47 0.211 0.198 0.154
Distressed securities 0.0112 0.1555 -4.2978 5.5654

t-stat 5.96 2.45 -5.14 0.55 0.340 0.339 0.194
Event driven 0.0104 0.3596 -4.3813 -0.7715

t-stat 7.36 7.24 -5.11 -0.10 0.579 0.579 0.469
Equity hedge 0.0106 0.6261 -1.9350 -9.7827

t-stat 5.92 10.26 -1.86 -0.93 0.518 0.517 0.510
Emerging markets 0.0099 0.5810 -2.0398 76.1224

t-stat 2.10 4.60 -0.83 2.74 0.429 0.406 0.368
Equity market neutral 0.0044 0.0238 0.4944 11.5211

t-stat 4.83 0.64 0.82 1.58 0.047 0.035 0.035

Equity non-hedge 0.0096 1.1380 -3.5575 -19.5235

t-stat 3.89 15.01 -2.91 -1.34 0.701 0.700 0.691
Fixed income arbitrage 0.0024 0.1123 0.3036 -4.0632

t-stat 1.65 2.34 0.96 -1.75 0.065 0.059 0.057
Fund of funds 0.0056 0.1695 -1.0434 21.2305

t-stat 3.50 2.29 -0.82 1.50 0.279 0.266 0.231
Macro 0.0100 0.3681 -0.8474 -3.1686

t-stat 3.97 5.22 -0.47 -0.16 0.220 0.220 0.218
Market timing 0.0070 0.1115 -1.9055 17.0621

t-stat 6.83 1.97 -2.70 2.40 0.374 0.360 0.254
Merger Arbitrage 0.0045 0.5964 0.6661 -39.1984

t-stat 3.04 12.72 0.77 -4.09 0.541 0.509 0.468
Relative value arbitrage 0.0081 0.0512 -0.8449 3.9249

t-stat 5.97 2.44 -1.51 1.30 0.327 0.318 0.180
Statistical arbitrage 0.0035 0.2064 0.5817 0.9474

t-stat 3.43 6.32 1.04 0.17 0.292 0.292 0.287
Short seller 0.0061 -1.7316 0.9884 43.5206

t-stat 1.57 -8.67 0.34 1.06 0.561 0.557 0.556
Weighted composite 0.0092 0.4657 -2.6728 0.7913

t-stat 5.70 10.84 -3.39 0.08 0.624 0.624 0.585

This table shows the regression coefficients from the Cubic Model. The t-stat shows the significance of the coefficients. A t-stat higher than 
shows a significance of 95%. For all hedge fund indices, the market portfolio is composed of 70% Russell 3000 and 30% Lehmann US bond
aggregate except for Relative Value (Wilshire all growth) and Fixed income arbitrage (Merill Lynch high yield US corporate). Risk free rate is
1 month US Certificat Deposit. The columns on the right-hand side show the adjusted R-square statistics for the Cubic, Quadratic, and Mark
Models.
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Table V: Required rate of return for Hedge Fund strategies

Model AIC Market M. AIC Quadratic M. AIC Cubic M. RRR1 Premium1 RRR2 Premium2

Convertible Arbitrage Cubic -6.530 -6.569 -6.573 7.43% 1.06% 7.30% 1.18%

Distressed Quadratic -5.329 -5.514 -5.502 14.03% 4.94% 13.68% 5.11%

Event-Driven Quadratic -5.573 -5.793 -5.780 13.50% 4.69% 12.79% 4.85%

Equity Hedge Market -5.047 -5.047 -5.036 12.65% 0.00% 11.42% 0.00%

Emerging Markets Cubic -3.750 -3.799 -3.824 13.60% 3.92% 12.46% 4.54%

Equity Market Neutral Market -6.515 -6.502 -6.502 5.58% 0.00% 5.47% 0.00%

Equity Non-Hedge Quadratic -4.625 -4.641 -4.634 14.34% 2.80% 12.21% 2.90%

Fixed Income Arbitrage Market -5.783 -5.772 -5.766 3.82% 0.00% 3.50% 0.00%

Fund of Funds Cubic -5.511 -5.544 -5.548 7.17% 1.61% 6.83% 1.80%

Macro Market -4.774 -4.763 -4.750 12.29% 0.00% 11.56% 0.00%

Market Timing Cubic -6.103 -6.243 -6.252 8.73% 2.44% 8.50% 2.64%

Merger Arbitrage Cubic -5.599 -5.665 -5.720 7.15% -1.60% 5.98% -1.91%

Relative Value Arbitrage Quadratic -6.329 -6.501 -6.500 10.60% 2.60% 10.30% 2.80%

Statistical Arbitrage Market -6.409 -6.403 -6.390 5.39% 0.00% 5.01% 0.00%

Short Seller Market -3.377 -3.365 -3.360 2.31% 0.00% 5.43% 0.00%

Weighted Composite Quadratic -5.723 -5.808 -5.795 12.48% 2.93% 11.56% 3.03%

RRR stands for Required Rate of Return. The pricing models listed in the second column are the most apprpriate specification from the empirical 
analysis. Premium1 is the difference between the pricing model stated in the second column and the Market Model. A positive premium is the higher 
required return the investor should require in order to bear significant negative coskewness and/or significant positive excess kurtosis. RRR1 are the 
required rate of return of the hedge fund indices with a market historical annual return of 7.6% and a risk free rate of 4.6%. RRR2 are the required rate of 
return of the hedge fund indices with a market expected annual return of 5.6% and an expected risk free rate of 4.6%. AIC is the Akaike Information 
Criterion. The model with the lowest AIC is selected to computed the Hedge fund styles Required Rate of Return.
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1 Source: www.hfr.com. Estimated or 2002.
2 The second derivative of the quadratic utility function is increasing in wealth. As the investor receives more money,
he becomes more risk averse against losses.
3 Other interesting researches have been done. Amin and Kat [2002a] analyze portfolio volatility, skewness, and
kurtosis held to finance a fund of hedge funds. Amin and Kat [2002b] estimate the cost to eliminate negative
skewness. Ang, Chen and Xing [2001] investigate whether coskewness is significantly priced in stocks.
4 See, e.g., Elton and Gruber [1991].
5 See Jurczenko, Maillet [2002].
6 For a complete derivation of the maximization of the utility function with the Lagrangien, see Hwang and Satchell
[1999], Appendix 2.
7 See Jurcenzko and Maillet [2002], p.13
8 See Hwang and Satchell [1999]
9 The stability of the results shown thereafter in the paper has been checked in several ways. The main check for
robustness has been to re-estimate the different pricing model over various sub-sample periods. One of our main
concerns was to check whether the constant upward market movement in the Nineties influences our results.
Running the regression only over a sample period constituted by the last years, the results do not change
significantly.
10 Van Royen [2002] uses 60% equity and 40% bonds for a local correlation analysis. Amin and Kat [2002a],
[2002b] use a portfolio of 50% SP500 and 50% Salomon Brothers government bond index 10 years.
11 See Fung and Hsieh [2002] for an economic explanation for the use of the Wilshire and high yield indices.
12 One may question the existence of higher moments in the hedge fund return distribution. See the contributions to
the literature called “tail index”, see e.g. Hsieh (1999). Empirical evidence provided in Table I shows the relevance
of moments higher than the second moment for the hedge fund return distributions.
13 For the Modified VaR formula, see Favre and Galeano [2002]. The Modified VaR is an extension of the classical
Value-at-Risk and account for return asymmetries (i.e. skewness) and fat tails (i.e. kurtosis). An asset with a negative
skewness, everything else equal, will have a lower Modified VaR than the classical Value-at-Risk.
14 See Sharpe [1964, 1970], Lintner [1965] and Mossin [1966].
15 See Samuelson [1970] for an exhaustive analysis.
16 See Hwang and Satchell [1999], Theorem 3.
17 See Hwang and Satchell [1999], Theorem 3 or Jurczenko and Maillet [2002], Appendix 9.
18 It is interesting to notice that Market timing index is the only index with negative excess kurtosis in Table I. Also,
Market timing represent a good example for pointing up how the return distribution of an asset taken by itself my
differ form the return distribution of a portfolio including that asset. In fact, the return distribution of the Market
timing index is close to a normal distribution (see Table I). In contrast, the joint return distribution of Market timing
index and market portfolio is characterized by positive skewness and negative kurtosis.
19 See Cubic Model section for the collinearity explanation.


